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Hypothesis
I think we can bend light, if we use
the right materials to pass light
through. It seems to me the heavier
the material, the light beam should
bend more. This may slow down
the speed of light, as W. Snell said
in 1621. He called this property
“refraction”,
in SNELL’S LAW
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Materials to be used to test my Hypothesis
1. Liquids: Water, Wesson Canola oil, and corn oil.
2. Pyrex and Borosilicate glass beakers, stirring rods, and test tubes
3. Pencils (wooden) & Laser light (Green) and a Lego block stick

SAFETY
Gloves and safety glasses will be worn
Variables
Independent Variable: Refractive Index (defines light bending)

Dependent Variables: Liquid density, atomic structure,
light frequency & intensity, and temperature.
Responding Variable: Item looks cut/bent, or disappears.
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Procedure used to test my Hypothesis
With help from my Granddad (POP) I searched on
GOOGLE how to test for “refraction of light”, in water and
vegetable oils and collected refractive index data.
1. For each liquid used, I “Googled” to find the refractive
index (RI)
2. With each liquid, at 20o C, in a beaker, add 2 pencils, a
glass stir rod, and define changes I see.
3. In one liquid, test for the REFRACTION ANGLE with a
Laser light, protractor, and graph paper-in the DARK!
4. Look for changes-which liquid bends light the most?
5. Report my observations and hypothesis.
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Conducting the Experiments

Bend Straws/pencils in Water

Make Pyrex Glass Rod disappear
r

Refraction vs reflection in air/water

Angle of Refraction in oil/ Bend light
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What do the 2-arrows look like when refracted
thru air and around the glass or thru water? Want to
try it? Move the glass in front of the arrows, at the water
line mark, bend down look from the front at the arrows
What do you see?
air

air
Water line

water

Glass of water

Arrows
Pointing
Left

What difference
do you see-bottom 6
arrow turns around
Top one gets smaller?

We can use liquids with similar or different REFRACTIVE
INDEX and we can see or “not” how materials look.

Air
GLASS ROD
Oil on Top

Water
You can “ slice “ a pencil.

Water on
Bottom
Where did the
rod go?

Oil
Water

Pyrex glass rod in water and
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Wesson Oil.

Try this at home, and show Mom and Dad .

We can test this at home using a laser light-in the dark.
The laser light bends when it enters a liquid from air

Follow the laser light’s path
In air and then in the water.
Works best in the dark

In 1621, W. Snell (Dutch Astronomer) called this bending
“the REFRACTIVE INDEX ” of the liquid.
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Summary of Data I Found in the Literature
Sample/Material

Refractive Index

Vacuum (outer space)
1.00
Air
1.03
Water
1.33
Wesson Oil
1.47
Glass Rod Pyrex
1.47
Jell O
1.52
Water Glass Borosilicate 1.52

Density g/cm (20 o C)

6.5*10-27 kg/m3
0.00123
0.99
0.93
2.23
1.27
2.23

Speed of light in vacuum/outer space: 299,792,458 m/s.
The refractive index increases “almost “ with an increase in density,
Glass shows different refractive index-at same density I am not sure why.
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Summary of My Experimental Data
Liquid

water
water
water
water
Wesson oil
water
Jell O
Water + Oil

Container

water glass
water glass
water glass
water glass
Pyrex beaker
Plastic Petri
Plastic Petri
Pyrex beaker

Sample/Test

Pencils /straw
Coin under
Pyrex rod
Arrows on paper
Pyrex rod
Refractive index
Refractive index
Pyrex rod

My Results

.

The pencil & straw bend
The coin disappears
I see the PYREX Glass Rod
One arrow changed direction
I cannot see the glass rod
I see laser light bend
I see laser light bend
I see glass rod in water, not oil

When the liquid and the glass rod have the same refractive index
we cannot see them, but, if the liquid and glass rod have
different refractive index I can see them.
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My Hypothesis
Light can be bent- if, I select a liquid with a large
refractive index, a chemical structure of large
atoms, and is heavy (dense).

My Conclusion
Cooking Oils have larger refractive index ( 1.4 to 1.7)
than water (1.33)-we saw a pencil bend; one oil (Wesson
Canola) had a refractive index the same as Pyrex (1.47),
the Pyrex glass rod disappeared.
Therefore –we can bend light, and this slows the speed
of light, Snell said this in 1621- relative to the speed of
light in a vacuum (3 x108m/s) - outer space.
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Thank you
You can bend a light beam, and
slow the speed of the light, when
the light enters a liquid that has a
larger “refractive index” than air!
Thank you Mom, Dad and Pop.
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